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Abstract.
In this paper we use the notion of argument schemes to analysesome leading ap-
proaches to case-based reasoning in Law. We identify a set ofargument schemes
that can express the argument provided by such systems and draw attention to some
important differences between the various approaches.
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Introduction

The most influential line of work to emerge in AI and Law concerns reasoning with legal
cases, the key developments beginning with HYPO [1], followed by CATO [2], and more
recently IBP [3]. This work has also been used as the model of case-based reasoning in
work such as [4] and [5], and approaches to reasoning with cases as theory construction
in [6] and [7].

In this paper we will present a reconstruction of Legal Case-Based Reasoning
(LCBR) in AI and Law in terms ofArgument Schemes(AS) designed to enable argu-
ment for or against a plaintiff winning an undecided currentcase on the basis of decided
precedents. Our main point of reference for LCBR will be the CATO system, but we
consider other approaches to LCBR, identifying key differences and relationships. We
use a set of cases, factors, and comparisons between cases toinstantiate the argument
schemes from which we justify an outcome for the current case. Our analysis not only
provides insights into LCBR, giving a very clear picture of what is happening in differ-
ent approaches as well as comparisons between them, but moreimportantly integrates
LCBR into Argumentation theories such as [8].

1. CATO

CATO [2], which was developed to teach law students how to reason with cases, repre-
sents a legal domain using a number of special entities. There arecases, which have a
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plaintiff (P), adefendant(D), a set offactorspresent in the case, and an outcome for P
or D. The factors are the features of the case which are relevant to the decision, which
are either present in a case or not. Factors have a name and provide a reason to decide
the case in favour of either the P or D. They are organized in a factor hierarchy, where
the children of anabstract factorprovide reasons for or against the parent appearing in
a given case.

In this paper we construct arguments for P, thoughmutatis mutandis, we could con-
struct arguments for D in a similar fashion. We need to compare cases. While CATO
compares cases in terms of a lattice, we are concerned with the arguments that can be
constructed on the basis of a precedent, rather than the evaluation of these arguments.
We will, therefore, base our comparison method on the technique described in [5].

Given a current case (CC) and a previously decided case (PC),we compare them on
the basis of their factors. As there may be several PCs that are used in reasoning to the
outcome of a particular CC, we subscript them as in PCi. Typically some factors will be
common to both cases, others will be present only in one of thecases, and there will be
factors present in neither case. It is also important whether the factors favour P (P factors)
or D (D factors). When comparing two cases, we can therefore partition the factors into
seven partitions as follows:

• P1: P factors in both CC and PCi.
• P2: D factors in both CC and PCi.
• P3: P factors in CC not in PCi.
• P4: D factors in PCi not in CC.
• P5: D factors in CC not in PCi.
• P6: P factors in PCi not in CC.
• P7: Factors not in either CC or PCi.

P1 and P2 represent what is similar in the cases. For the PCi toserve as a precedent
for CC there must be at least one factor in at least one of thesepartitions. P3 and P4
represent aspects in which CC is stronger for P than PCi. P5 and P6 represent aspects in
which CC is weaker for P than PCi. P7 contains the factors which are not relevant in the
comparison.

1.1. Example

We use the following running example with the factors and thefactor hierarchy of CATO.
Table 1 lists the factors we will use, the side they favour, and their parents. Table 2
presents hypothetical cases, which are variations onMason v. Jack Daniels. The cases are
compared and factors partitioned in Table 3. With this, we can now proceed to consider
the argument schemes that can be instantiated to argue for P with respect to the case
comparisons.

2. Argument Schemes

Our notion of an argument scheme broadly follows Walton [9],where an argument
scheme is a stereotypical pattern of reasoning, with aclaim and a number ofpremises,
the form of which are constitutive of the scheme. For our purposes, we distinguish three
types of premise from which one draws a claim as a conclusion.Assumptionsare ac-



Table 1. Subset of Factors used in CATO

Factor Id Factor Name Side Parent

F1 Disclosure in Negotiations D Efforts to Maintain Secrecy

F2 Bribed Employee P Questionable Means

F10 Secrets Disclosed to Outsiders D Info Known and Available

F12 Outsider DisclosuresRestricted P Info Known and Available

F15 Unique Product P Valuable Product

F25 Information Reverse Engineered D Questionable Means

F26 Used Deception P Questionable Means

F27 Disclosure in Public Forum D Info Known and Available

Table 2. Summary of Cases in Example

Case Name P Factors D Factors

Vanilla F15 F1

Bribe F2, F15 F1

Deceit F15, F26 F1

Disclose F15 F1, F10

Restrict F12, F15 F1, F10

Bribe2 F2, F15 F1, F25

Reverse F15 F1, F25

Announce F15 F1, F27

Table 3. Selected Case Comparisons

CC/PCi P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

Bribe/Vanilla F15 F1 F2 - - -

Vanilla/Reverse F15 F1 - F25 - -

Disclose/Vanilla F15 F1 - - F10 -

Vanilla/Bribe F15 F1 - - - F2

Deceit/Bribe F15 F1 F26 - - F2

Vanilla/Bribe2 F15 F1 - F25 - F2

Restrict/Vanilla F15 F1 F12 - F10 -

Announce/Disclose F15 F1 - F27 F10 -

cepted as true and serve toscopethe arguments; that is, assumptions cannot be ques-
tioned within the system under consideration.Ordinary premisesmust be shown to be
true to presumptively establish the claim. If an ordinary premise of an argument is shown
to be unjustified, the argument is not well-formed.Exceptions, if true, mean that the
presumptive claim fails.

While this argument structure is related to [8], our proposal is a simplification in or-
der to focus on what argument schemes are needed and how they can be used for LCBR.
In particular, we do not address issues in [8] relating tocontexts, critical questions, bur-
den of proof, or proof standards.
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Figure 1. Argument Graph for Legal Case Based Reasoning

2.1. Basic Argument Schemes

We present our reconstruction as a cascade of argument schemes, as presented in Figure
1. We will proceed depth-first, fromAS1 to AS6. Figure 1 shows the premises, excep-
tions, and claims of each argument scheme: the claim is established if the premises are
true and the exceptions are false. Premises and exceptions referring to partitions can be
seen to be true by inspection of the case comparison, while others must be justified by
argument. All leaf nodes are, therefore, justifiable by inspection.

In AS1, we introduce the CC in which it is presumed that in virtue of apreference
of someof P factors oversomeof D factors in a PCi, the case is decided in favour of P.

AS1: Main Scheme

• P Factors Premise: P1 are reasons for P.
• D Factors Premise: P2 are reasons for D.
• Factors Preference Premise: P1 was preferred to P2 in PCi.
• CC Weaker Exception: The priority in PCi does not decide CC.
• Claim: Decide CC for P.

We can instantiate this scheme withBribe, having compared it withVanilla. We argue:
That the product was unique is a reason to find for P (F15), and the disclosure in negoti-
ations is a reason to find for D (F1). However, following Vanilla, we give priority to the
uniqueness of the product over the disclosure in negotiations. Therefore, we find for P in
Bribe.



We need an argument to justify theFactors Preference Premise, and we do so with
an instantiation of the argument schemeAS2, which claims that the preference holds
based on a precedent using the same selection of factors.AS1 also has an exception: the
claim holds presumptively so long as the premises hold andCC Weaker Exception does
not hold, which are D factors in the CC that are not in the PCi. Thisis justified byAS4,
which we return to after having consideredAS2 and its components.

In AS2, we have the following:

AS2: Preference-From-Precedent Scheme

• P Factors Premise: P1 are reasons for P.
• D Factors Premise: P2 are reasons for D.
• Outcome Premise: PCi was decided for P.
• PCi Stronger Exception: PCi cannot be used for P in CC.
• Claim: P1 was preferred to P2 in PCi.

We can instantiate this scheme following an instantiation of AS1 with Bribe as CC and
Vanillaas PCi:In Vanilla there was a unique product (F15) and disclosure innegotiations
(F1), and Vanilla was found for P. Vanilla is a precedent for Bribe given P1 and P2. So
P factors are preferred to D factors.

The preference inAS2 only holds presumptively where thePCi Stronger Excep-
tion does not hold. Thus, one way to attack the presumptive conclusion is to justify this
exception, which we do withAS3.

P6 factors are one way todistinguishthe precedent from the CC, for they are P
factors in PCi but not in CC. Thus, the preference claimed inAS2 may have relied on
factorspresentin PCi butabsentin CC. Given this, we cannot be sure that the factors
which the two cases share are sufficient to conclude that the preference of P1 over P2
holds. In this sense, factors in P6 can be understood as exceptions toAS3. We suppose
variables over factors Fx, Fy, Fz .

AS3: Precedent-Stronger Scheme

• P6 Factors Premise: Fx ∈ P6
• Substituting P3 Factors Exception: Fy ∈ P3 with the same parent as Fx.
• Cancelling P4 Factors Exception: Fz ∈ P4 with the same parent as Fx.
• Claim: PCi cannot be used for P in CC.

ConsiderVanilla as the CC andBribe as the PCi.Bribe reveals two P factors as-
sociated with the decision; we do not knowa priori which of these factors to associate
with the preference that underwrites the decision – F2, F15,or F2 together with F15. Yet,
Vanilla does not have F2 in it. We candistinguishPCi from CC. Thus, if any set used to
determine the preference inBribe contains F2, then we cannot use the preference from
PCi in CC for it may have been that F2 is a relevant factor in determining the preference
in Bribe, but this does not appear inVanilla. We argue:Bribe may be distinguished from
Vanilla, since in Bribe D bribed an employee, which is not thecase in Vanilla. Therefore,
the preference in Bribe cannot be used in Vanilla.

However, we can undermine the presumptive claim inAS3 by justifying the excep-
tions. We do so by comparing factors in F6 against factors in F3 or F4, for in CATO the
effect of P6 factors may be neutralised by using factors in P3and P4 todownplaythe
distinction. In order to make this move there must be factorsin P3 or P4 with the same



parent as the factor in P6. In addition, we assume the following: suppose a parent factor
F favours P; if there is a child factor Fx of F in the case which favours P, then F is a factor
in that case as well; if there is a child factor Fy of F in the case which favours D, then F
is not a factor in the case. Therefore, a P3 factor with the same parent strengthens CCin
exactly the same wayas the P6 factor strengthens PCi, so that the preference for Pin PCi
should also hold in CC. This is theSubstituting P3 Factors Exception. Similarly the
P4 factor will weaken PCi in precisely the same respect as theP6 factor strengthens it,
so these factors can be seen to cancel one another out, again vindicating the preference
in AS3. This is theCancelling P4 Factors Exception. Where either is demonstrated, the
presumptive claim in A3 does not hold.

For example, takeDeceitas our CC, andBribe as PCi.Deceitcontains factor F26
in P3 with the same parent as factor F2 in P6 contained inBribe, namelyquestionable
means. F2 strengthensBribe for P in exactly the same way as F26 strengthensDeceitfor
P, and so we can say that there is no distinction between the two cases. Thus, we have an
exception toAS3.

Next considerVanilla as the CC andBribe2as PCi. Now we can argue that it is no
longer clear that questionable means does in fact apply toBribe2, since we have factors
both for and against this abstract factor; D did not necessarily use questionable means
in PCi. If F25 in P4 can be considered to cancel F2 in P6, assuming these have an equal
strength, we can seeBribe2as establishing a preference ordering of F15 over F1. The
rationale is that F25 is a factor in PCi in favour of D and F2 is afactor in PCi against P,
yet P won in PCi, suggesting that these factorsbalanceone another in PCi. Therefore, if
these factors are absent from CC, ceteris paribus, the difference between the cases ought
not to make a difference in the outcomes. This gives us another exception toAS3.

At this point, we can turn attention toAS4.

AS4: Current-Case-Weaker Scheme

• P5 Factors Premise: Fx ∈ P5.
• Substituting P4 Factors Exception: Fy ∈ P4 with the same parent as Fx.
• Cancelling P3 Factors Exception: Fz ∈ P3 with the same parent as Fx.
• Claim: The priority in PCi does not decide CC.

With AS4, we consider situations where P5 contains a factor, which isa D factor
in CC which is not in PCi, for example whereDiscloseis the CC andVanilla is the
precedent. This situation means that the CC is weaker for P than PCi, and so enables
a distinction between the cases to be made. The nature of the distinction is, however,
different from the distinction above forAS3. The presence of a factor in P5 does not bear
on the decision or preference revealed byVanilla, where the additional factor does not
appear. However, it does weaken the presumptive claim inAS1, since the additional D
factor must be considered in CC. Thus, a factor in P5 is represented as an exception to
AS1.

As with AS3, we have two exceptions to this argument which undermine thepre-
sumptive claim inAS4, and so are counterexceptions. A distinction can be downplayed if
there is a factor in P3 or P4 with the same parent as the factor in P5 following reasoning
similar to above. Consider aCancelling P3 Factor Exception in AS4, whereRestrictis
CC andVanilla is PCi. InRestrict, we have one factor for D and another for P, neither of
which are inVanilla, so the factors cancel one another in CC; thus, the presumptive claim
in AS4 does not hold. By the same token, consider aSubstituting P4 Factor Exception,



whereAnnounceis CC andDiscloseis PCi. InAnnouncewe have a D factor F27 not in
CC (P4), while inDisclosewe have a D factor F10 not in PCi (P5); furthermore, these
factors have the same parentInfo Known and Available; and we assume that the factors
have equal weight. As the PCi is decided for P, despite the presence of a D factor, then
ceteris paribus, CC can be decided similarly, despite the presence of D factor with the
same parent as F27.

Note that our analysis here shows important differences between distinctions made
on the basis of an additional P-factor in the precedent from an additional D-factor in the
CC, one questioning the priority and the other questioning its applicability to the current
case. No difference is considered in CATO, but we can now explain the difference first
observed in [10].

Finally, we have two argument schemes which effectively strengthen the claim for
P in the CC. Given a claim inAS1, an instantiation ofAS5 introduces more factors in
the CC favour of P than in the PCi, thus strengthening the case. By the same token, an
instantiation ofAS6 draws attention to the fact that there are more D factors in the PCi
than there are in the CC.

AS5: Current-Case-Stronger Scheme 2

• CC P Factors Richer: P3 are reasons for P.
• Claim: Decide CC for P.

With Bribeas CC andVanilla as PCi,Bribecontains an additional factor favouring P. We
argue:In Bribe, D bribed an employee (F2), which was not the case in Vanilla. Similarly,
we can strengthen the claim in favour of P in CC where the PCi has an additional factor
in favour of D which is absent from CC.

AS6: Precedent-Case-Weaker Scheme

• PCi D Factors Richer: P4 are reasons for P.
• Claim: Decide CC for P.

The case comparison justifies the premise. For example, where Vanilla is the CC and
Reverseis the PCi, we argue:In Reverse, D reverse engineered the product, which is not
the case in Vanilla.

3. Assumptions

In the course of the presentation of the argument schemes, wehave presented ordinary
premises, exceptions, and claims. However, we also made assumptions along the way.
We make these more explicit here. They represent what cannotbe challenged within the
system.

1. Applicability Assumption (AS2): PCi is a potentially applicable precedent for CC. The
factors are partitioned as above.

2. Equal Strength of Factors Assumption (The exceptions to AS3 and AS4): All factors
have equal impact on a case.

2AS5 and AS6 do not contain exceptions based on P5 and P6 factors, since these will have been accounted
for as exceptions to AS1 and AS2.



We introduceApplicability since there might be a number of reasons why PCi is not a
suitable precedent for CC even if they have factors in common: there may be differences
in the jurisdiction, or the court level, or PC may have been explicitly overruled in a
subsequent decision, for example. None of the existing LCBRsystems have considered
these possibilities. Instead, every case in the entire collection of cases is assumed to be
usable as a precedent. Different systems differ as to what ismeant byusable: CATO
uses the precedents only to construct arguments for the consideration of users who may
choose whether to accept or reject them, while other systemssuch as IBP [3] may rely on
the principle ofstare decicisto apply the precedents to decide CC. The conditions under
which precedents apply, and the degree to which they are binding, are topics well worth
investigating, but here we simply record the existence of the Applicability assumption.
TheEqual Strength of Factors assumption has played a role since we regard children
of the same parents as interchangeable in the exceptions toAS3 andAS4.

4. Alternative Treatments of Downplaying

In this section, we consider an alternative way to treat downplaying in AS3 andAS4,
starting withAS3, where we downplay a P6 factor with a P4 factor. While CATO does
not work this way, it may be closer to what we want in the way of argumentation. Con-
sider againDeceitandBribe. It could be argued that the revealed preference is not that
unique product is preferred to disclosure in negotiations,but that unique productand
questionable meanstogetherare preferred to disclosure in negotiations. To adopt this
view we would need to process the partitions further before beginning to construct the
arguments: if we have a factor in P6 and a factor in P3 with the same abstract factor as
parent, we can remove them and instead put the parent in P1. Now the argument from
Deceit andBribe becomes:In Bribe there was a unique product, questionable means
were used, and there was disclosure in negotiations. Bribe was found for P.

This change in the priority must also be reflected inAS1. Now that P1 includes the
abstract factor,AS3 becomes:That the product was unique and that D used questionable
means are reasons to find for P, and while the disclosure in negotiations suggests finding
for D, we should give priority to the uniqueness of the product and the questionable
means over the disclosure in negotiations. Therefore, on the basis of Bribe, we should
find for P in Deceit.

If we adopt this latter approach, we have the advantage of stating the strongest case
possible for P in the original argument, and remove the source of distinction from the
opponent. In other words we pre-empt the distinction in situations where it would be
possible to downplay it. This means that we can remove thesubstitution exceptionin
AS3. Note that this strategy is not appropriate to situations inwhich the P6 factor is
countered with a P4 factor: the argument there is that the abstract factor does not apply as
it has a factor which promotes it that is cancelled by a factorwhich demotes it. We could,
however, remove factors with common parents from both P4 andP6, effectively applying
the cancellation before considering the arguments. While this is a possible approach,
and would have the advantage of simplifyingAS3 by eliminating both exceptions, we
prefer that the factors continue to appear in the presented argument. Thus we retain the
Cancelling P4 Factors Exception in AS3.

Similarly in AS4, we can, if we choose, treat an abstract factor that could be used in
the substitution exception as part of the reasons for D. Thiswould involve processing the



case comparison to remove factors in P5 with a parent which also applies to factors in
P4 from P4 and P5 and putting the parent in P2. Again this wouldhave the advantage of
including the abstract factor in the main argument and the priority, as well as removing
one source of exception to AS1. Equally factors in P3 and P5 with common parents could
be removed from these partitions, obviating theCancelling P3 Factors Exception, but
at the cost of suppressing these factors from the argument presented.

5. Counterexamples

Hitherto we have considered only attacks on the argument which derive from a distinc-
tion between the CC and the precedent. CATO also allows arguments based on citing a
case to be attacked by counterexamples. There are two possibilities for a counterexam-
ple. It may be that in contrast to PCi, we have a precedent PCk which was decided for
D rather than P and yet has the same factors in P1 and P2. Such a case would reveal a
different preference with respect to P1 and P2, and so would be an argument against the
claim that P1 is preferred to P2. Such counterexample precedents would thus appear as
arguments con the preference claim inAS2. An alternative is that we have a precedent
PCj which has P1 and P2 non-empty, but for which P1 and/or P2 contain different factors
from those identified by PCi. This would represent an argument not against the prefer-
ence but against the overall claim, based on a different priority premise. Such a coun-
terexample would thus appear as an argument con the claim ofAS1. The counterexam-
ples will have the same structure as the original argument described above, and so will
be open to the same kind of distinguishing and counterexample moves as the original
argument.

6. Discussion

It has been useful to distinguish between assumptions, ordinary premises, and exceptions
where assumptions scope the system, ordinary premises constitute the default rule, and
the exceptions allow exploration of more refined argumentation.

We can compare our schemes with CATO, where the eight argument moves in the
CATO system correspond to elements of the argument schemes described above. These
are shown in Table 4.

There are several points to note. Distinctions made on the basis of an additional P-
factor in the precedent are different from ones made on the basis of an additional D-factor
in the current case. Downplaying a distinction appears in several places, depending on
the nature of the distinction and of the downplaying, which can be either substitution, a
cancelling factor, or a more abstract reason. Emphasising adistinction does not appear
explicitly as an argument scheme since a distinguishing factor in P6 or P5 which could
be emphasised will always ground a successful exception. Counterexamples also appear
in two places in the structure: we do not, however, consider on-pointedness, except in so
far as it is reflected in the partitioning of the factors in thecase comparison, since this
belongs to argument evaluation rather than argument construction.

As well as expressing CATO in terms of Argument Schemes, the structure we have
developed allows some comparison with other work in LCBR. For example we can look



Table 4. Comparing CATO Argument Moves and Argument Schemes

CATO Argument Move Argument Scheme

Analogising CC with a PC with a favourable out-
come

AS2

Distinguishing a case with an unfavourable outcomeAS3, AS4

Downplaying a distinction Substitution and Cancelling Exceptions inAS3
and AS4. Inclusion of abstract factors in factor
premisesAS1 andAS2.

Emphasising a distinction WhereAS3 andAS4 have no exceptions

Citing a favourable case to emphasise strengths AS5, AS6

Citing a favourable case to argue that weaknesses
are not fatal

Counterexample to counterexample

Citing a more on-point counterexample AS2 con Preference Claim.AS1 con main claim.

Citing as an on-point counterexample AS2 con Preference Claim.AS1 con main claim.

at the use of assumptionsApplicability and Equal Strength, which represent issues
which cannot be debated within a given system. As far as we areaware, no existing work
has addressed the problem relating to the applicability of precedents, which might be
an interesting line for future research. TheEqual Strength assumption is disregarded in
some cases. IBP [3] has the notion of aknockout (KO) factor, a factor which is taken as
decisive and so cannot be downplayed. In IBP, therefore, theassumption would become
an Equal Strengthexception, which is established if the P6 factor is a KO factor. This
would apply to both the substitution exception and the cancelling factor exception. Sim-
ilarly, this assumption cannot be made in HYPO since factorsrepresent different points
on dimensions which would require more complex argument schemes to take them into
account. Chorley [7] reports several experiments in which factors are given different
weights; for future investigation along these lines, it would be interesting to provide these
additional schemes. We can contrast ourAS3 andAS4 with Hage [11], where he accepts
only a fortiori arguments as valid instances of them, essentially assumingthat P5 and
P6 are empty. This is a safe way to reason, but most previous systems, including CATO,
have provided ways of debating whether the argument can survive the presence of such
weakening factors. Finally, HYPO requires a number of further argument schemes since
it enables argument about which factors apply to a case.
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